LIVE PURE
– Innovative surface technology
– Appearance like sanded raw wood
– High wear resistance
– Low-maintenance surface
– High UV stability
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Why should i choose BOEN?
The ﬂoor is the largest piece of furniture
in your home. It therefore plays an integral
part in creating a consistent interior style.
We at BOEN have made a commitment
to make it easier for you to ﬁnd the ﬂoor
that suits your style – and your personality.

What about the environment?
BOEN places considerable emphasis on
protecting the environment during all
phases of production. None of our lacquer
treatments emit gases which are
harmful to humans or the environment;
this of course also includes our Live Pure
lacquer, which is water-based.

Tips for a beautiful
hardwood floor:

BOEN celebrates the growing trend for
natural materials by launching Live Pure,
a completely new surface ﬁnish that brings
your home even closer to nature.

1. Stop dirt at the doorstep

Use doormats at the entrance.
We recommend removing your shoes
at the entrance.
2. Avoid scratches and scrapes

Use felt gliders underneath table and chair
legs prevent scratches.
3. Keep the floor clean

For normal domestic cleaning all you need
is a mop, a brush or a vacuum cleaner.
In everyday cleaning, dry cleaning methods
are best, however should your ﬂoor become
soiled the use of an approved hardwood
ﬂoor cleaner diluted with the relevant
amount of water can moisten the ﬂoor.
Any moisture should be wiped up
immediately to prevent it being
absorbed by the wood.
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VADNAIS HEIGHTS

Authentic look — like untreated wood

Headquarters & Showroom
985 East Berwood Avenue,

BOEN’s new surface treatment Live Pure brings us closer

Vadnais Heights, MN 55110
Phone: 651-484-3020, 800-537-1966

to nature, by making use of new technology. Live Pure is an

Fax: 651-484-1615

ultra-matt surface that enhances the warmth and natural

eden prairie
Warehouse & Showroom
7452 Washington Avenue,
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Phone: 952-946-1332, 800-345-6290
Fax: 952-946-1355

Read more at BOEN.com

Visit us at musolfs.com

KEEP IT
NATURAL

beauty of untreated wood in terms of color, grain and touch.
high resistance against wear and tear
A hardwood ﬂoor with Live Pure ﬁnish conveys the impression of
freshly sawn wood in its natural state. The surface looks naturally
light and preserves the naturalness of the wood – and is highly
resistant at the same time.

LIVE PURE

THE CLASSICS

As Pure And Clear As Untreated Wood

The colors and dimensions of BOEN’s collections can transform
any room into an unforgettable experience underfoot.

An innovative new surface ﬁnish technology that gives BOEN ﬂoors
an untreated and completely natural look that keeps the natural
color over time.
In today’s design world there is a strong emphasis on natural materials
and surfaces. With the introduction of Live Pure BOEN gives the
opportunity to choose a ﬂooring that preserves the naturalness of
wood, without compromising on resistance against dirt and liquids.

noble
Classic, timeless and

Oak Grey Harmony Country

Oak Pale White Canyon

3-strip
½” thick, 8 15⁄32” wide, 86 5⁄8” long

CASTLE plank
Tongue and Groove, Beveled and Brushed
9⁄16” thick, 8 ¼” wide, 86 5⁄8” long
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Oak Mild Grey Country

plank

Oak Ebony Country

Maple Canadian Pop

Red Oak Jazz

½” thick, 5 7⁄16” wide, 86 5⁄8” long
BOEN planks have a classic, timeless and noble effect. In order to
achieve an ideal surface look, we have used optimum width and length
ratios for our boards. This way, your room is perfectly presented.

Oak India Grey Country

Oak Nature
Oak Smoked Nature

Oak Warm Cotton Country
Oak Gunstock

Oak Cocoa
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Oak Horizon Country

Maple Canadian Jazz

White Oak Jazz

Oak Pop White

Oak Cocoa

Oak Nature White
Ash White Nature—only available in
5 7⁄16” tongue and groove

Luxurious,
earthy and bold

Oak Country

Oak Chalk Black Country

Oak American

White Oak Jazz

PICTURED FLOORS: 1 Oak Smoked Nature, Plank | 2 Oak Grey Harmony Country,
Plank | 3 Oak Ebony Country, Plank | 4 Maple Canadian Jazz, Plank | COVER Ash
White Nature, Plank

